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Self-defense bills get initial OK in state Senate
By Howard Fischer

CAPITOL MEDIA SERVICES

PHOENIX — Ignoring complaints by prosecutors, state senators voted Monday to make it more difficult to convict
people who say they killed someone else in self-defense.

Separate measures specifying that when someone claims self-defense, prosecutors must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt it's not true, were given preliminary approval.

The two proposals are similar. But one would make the change through legislation. The other would ask voters to
adopt the language in November.

The law already permits people to use deadly physical force to stop or prevent specified serious crimes.

These two measures say people are presumed to be entitled to shoot to kill if someone either illegally or forcibly
enters a home or occupied motor vehicle.

But the broader provisions alter the state's self-defense statutes.

Under current law, individuals who say they had no choice but to kill an assailant have to prove that's true by a
preponderance of the evidence, meaning a judge or jury has to believe it is likely the killing was justified.

The new measures say once a person claims self-defense, it's up to prosecutors to prove, beyond a reasonable
doubt, the defendant was not justified in using deadly physical force.

Aside from putting the burden on prosecutors, that standard is much more difficult to prove.

But Dave Kopp, president of the Arizona Citizens Defense League, said that is exactly the point. It's the same
standard that faces prosecutors in all criminal cases.

He said this simply ensures prosecutors prove all elements of the crime.

Ed Cook, lobbyist for the Arizona Prosecuting Attorneys Advisory Council, acknowledged the state always has the
burden of proof in criminal cases. But Cook said this measure could allow guilty people to go free.

He said that in most incidents where someone claims self-defense, there are two witnesses.

"One of the individuals is dead, and the other is going to say 'self-defense,' " he said. Cook said this would allow
anyone who kills someone else when there are no other witnesses to walk away simply by claiming the shooting
was justified.

But Sen. Jack Harper, R-Surprise, who is sponsoring the measure to take the issue to the ballot, said that fear is
unjustified — as shown by the fact that 48 other states already have similar laws.

"We're one of two that obscurely has it backwards," Harper said.

And Sen. Tim Bee, R-Tucson, sponsor of the legislative approach, noted that Arizona law read the same way until
about a decade ago.
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Cook conceded that fact but said the change "resulted from sound policy considerations."

Both measures require a final roll-call vote before going to the House, which already is considering similar
proposals.
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